
Seminar in
Political Economy
Fall 2016

Meeting room: SFB 884 Floor 5
Meeting time: Monday, 13:00–18:30
Meeting dates: Sept. 5,12,19,26

Professor: Nicole Rae Baerg
Email: nicole.baerg@uni-mannheim.de

Course Description and Objectives

This course is designed to help graduate students develop their research papers in political
economy into papers that can be presented at research conferences or submitted to scholarly
journals. This is an applied research course that aims to get you working and improving upon a
project of choice that you already have underway. Ideally the paper will be quantitative in nature.
The paper that you choose to work on should already have an abstract, introduction, literature
review and theory section, research design and results section (either finished or underway), and
a conclusion.

Writing successfully depends to a great degree upon your ability to read. Careful reading
of all assigned material, including submissions by other students in the class, will be one of the
foundations of your work for the course. For the days that we meet, you must prepare by reading
the assigned readings carefully and you must be prepared to work on the section of the paper
that we are focusing on for that day. In addition, you will have a number of opportunities to
develop (and defend) your argument and choices through oral in-class presentations.

To help you engage more deeply with the reading you do and the journal articles that you
collect as examples, you will keep a Researcher’s Notebook- a place for you to write informally
to explore the reading, raise questions, follow up on implications, record your responses, jot
down notes, etc.. Most of the notebook writing will be done outside of class, but our occasional
in-class writing will also be part of your notebook. I will check that you are using notebooks
each week (though I will not read them), so please always bring your notebook to class with
you. My hope is that the notebook writing will deepen and enrich both the reading and writing
you’ll do in the weeks that we are together.

In addition to the Researcher’s Notebook, we will also set a manageable daily writing time-
goal. It is up to you to schedule this time and to report you writing success (or lack therefore) to
the class using the system that I make available. You can also use your Researcher’s Notebook
to report your time and problems or ideas that you want to return to in your papers and in your
writing.
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Finally, you will also be required to do a constructive peer review of one of your classmate’s
papers. This will happen in November, a number of weeks before the final paper is due. At the
end of the semester, you are also required to hand into me a final paper. This paper should
be a scholarly research article with a well thought out abstract, introduction, literature review
and theory section, research design and results section, and a conclusion. This research paper
should be no longer than 35 pages including tables, figures, references, and appendices.

It is not a coincidence that the 12 week step by step guide is similar to the number of weeks
we have in the semester.

Recommended Texts

We will be using the text from Wendy Belcher as a guide. Some people hate it, other people love
it. You don’t have to take a position but I think its a good way to see one person’s perspective
on how to write research papers e�ciency and according to a step by step 12 week guide. The
other two books are more fun. The Graves book is an excellent overview on writing in English
when you have an audience. The Lamott book is mainly written for fiction writers but I also
think that it is useful and inspiring.

Belcher, Wendy Laura. Writing your journal article in twelve weeks: A guide to academic
publishing success. Sage, 2009.

Graves, R., and A. Hodge. The Reader Over Your Shoulder: A Handbook for Writers of
English Prose, London: Cape, 1947.

Lamott, Anne. Bird by bird: Some instructions on writing and life. Anchor, 2007.

Writing Tracking Software

Social science research requires the development of good habits. One of the best habits that
you can get into is developing a daily writing habit. In this class, we are going to learn how
to practice good writing habits and in order to make sure that we do this we will a) track our
writing time and b) make that information publicly available to our classmates (accountability).
Instead of being an observer to all of this, I will work on my own projects and set my own goals
alongside yours.

Grading and Evaluation

Grades in the course will be evaluated based on the following items:

1. Class Attendance Participation

2. Constructive Peer Review

3. Final in-class presentation

4. Maintaining Writing Schedule and Researcher’s Notebook

5. Final Paper

REMINDER Each day (with the exception of weekends) students will log into their online team
account and keep track of their writing hours.
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The seminar grade highly depends on an empirical final paper. Papers should not exceed
35 pages in length, including tables, figures, footnotes, references and printed appendices.
Manuscripts need to e↵ectively and informatively state their research question, hypotheses,
and contribution, and must be written such that it communicates its findings to a general po-
litical science audience. I encourage you to use this paper as a “test drive” for your masters
thesis or an article you would like to either present at a conference or submit to a journal.

Attendance and class preparation. Attendance is mandatory in this class. This includes
coming to class on time. You are also responsible for consulting the syllabus and reading all of
the assigned chapters and articles prior to each class. Doing so will considerably increase the
value to you of the class meetings.

Late work. All work must be handed in to me by email the day it is due. Final papers must be
emailed to me no later than December 19, 2016 at 23.59.

O�ce Hours and Email Policy

If you have questions about the class that are of a procedural nature—for example, regarding
attendance, late assignments, due dates, or class schedules—you may email me and expect a
response within 24 hours. Unfortunately, however, I can not answer any questions over email
that are of a substantive nature concerning the class material or the final paper. If you have
these questions, please email me to make an appointment.

Laptops and Phones

Please bring a laptop to class all classes. We will end up doing some writing activities.
Please make sure that your mobile phone is turned o↵ during class.

Class Schedule

Week 1: Introduction to Writing, Your Argument, and Crafting Your Abstract

1. READ Week 1 to Week 3 in Belcher pp.1-99

2. READ Graves and Hodge pp.3-31

3. READ Part 1 WRITING in Lamott

Five keys to academic writing success: actually writing, making writing social, reading
lots of journal articles, persisting despite rejection, and following your passions. We are
also going to design a writing schedule that we will use for the rest of the class

Focus on reasons that journal articles get rejected and how to avoid getting rejected for
that reason. Work on revising your article abstract.

Crafting an argument, the heart of a publishable article. Stating your argument early and
clearly, and organizing your paper around the argument.

In class presentations based on your argument
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Week 2: Introduction to the Literature Review, Model Articles, Parts of Speech, and
the Mechanics of Writing Clearly

1. READ Week 4 to Week 6 in Belcher pp.99-189

2. READ Graves and Hodge pages pp.32-66

3. FIND and READ your model paper (and bring it to class)

Examine journals in your field and select the one to which you want to mold your article
around.

Writing and editing the literature review which is not a summary, but a critique of schol-
arship as it relates to your argument.

Strengthening your structure, at the sentence, paragraph, and section levels.

In class presentation of your argument and outline of literature review - how does your lit
review advance your argument?

Week 3: Working on your Argument and Evidence, Rewriting Introductions and Con-
clusions

1. READ Week 7 to Week 9 in Belcher pp.189-235

2. READ Graves and Hodge pages pp.66-111

3. FIND and READ your model introduction and conclusion (and bring it to class)

Presenting persuasive evidence for your argument and working on the body of your paper

Examining how to open and conclude your argument, which sections you revise. Having
a strong opening is key to getting scholars to read and cite your article.

In class presentation of your favorite openings and concluding sections. Why do you like
them? What do they do?

Week 4: Rewriting to be more clear, vigorous, and less wordy. How to give Good
Feedback to others. Final class presentations

1. READ Week 10 to Week 12 in Belcher pp.235-284

2. READ Graves and Hodge pages pp.124-173

3. READ A Checklist Manifesto for Peer Review

Focus on how to give good feedback to others and how to use feedback, good and bad,
to improve your article. You exchange articles with someone else to get feedback on what
would improve it.

Try to identify places where you could be clearer, more vigorous, or less wordy.
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Final in class presentations of your argument, literature review, research design, and ex-
pected findings

Weeks 5:10 (No in-class)

Carry on with reporting your daily writing goals and maintaining your Researcher’s Note-
book

Week 11 (No in-class)

Send a draft of your final paper to your Reviewer by email at 23.59 no later than Monday
November 14, 2016. I must be cc:d in the email.

Carry on with reporting your daily writing goals and maintaining your Researcher’s Note-
book

Week 13 (No in-class)

Reviewer responds to your paper by email at 23.59 no later than Monday November 24,
2016. I must be cc:d in the email.

Carry on with reporting your daily writing goals and maintaining your Researcher’s Note-
book

Week 14 (No in-class)

Tally for daily writing goals and your Researcher’s Notebook

Carry on with reporting your daily writing goals and maintaining your Researcher’s Note-
book

Final Paper: Due to me by email at 23.59 on Monday December 19, 2016
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